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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to introduce university archives as valuable sources for
document-centric historical research. That comprises the history of science as well as the history
of society. With the example of Leipzig as a university city with an outstanding wealth of archived
academic material we want to stress on the great and in many cases not yet digitally explored
potential of such sources.
We then focus on a collection of annual administrative speeches called "Rektorasreden", that
span over 60 important years of Leipzig’s university life. We discuss some of the possibilities
for content analysis using methods of Natural Language Processing (NLP). The focus lies on
facilitating the access to larger corpora. We present a minimalist process chain for a distantreading, explorative approach on the Rektoratsreden-corpus. For more general considerations we
also highlight some of the digitization efforts that took place in Leipzig and reflect on how archive
material as well as archival workflows can benefit from research infrastructure and vice versa.
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Introduction
Historically-minded researchers of all fields
should not miss the opportunity to visit their local
university’s archive. With the chance to study firsthand - the witnesses of a time long passed one
is easily immersed in learning about past academical habits. While it then may seem as if time had
stood still, by its very nature, time never stands
still in an archive. New items keep on arriving
constantly and new methods have to be applied to
keep up with this dynamics. We can observe the
advent of a digital age of archival work. When we
want to highlight the special role of its archive for
Leipzig’s university, we first have to briefly explain
where it comes from.
The University of Leipzig originates from one of
the latest medieval University foundations in Europe. In a tense time between Czech and German nation-building and early European ideas of
church reformation, a massive dispute at the University of Prague lead to the emigration of many
scholars and successively to the founding of a new
university in Leipzig.
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From the very beginning on – and rooted in the
special founding circumstances – there was a
strong urge to record and save written testimonials of all the relevant documents, certificates, matriculation lists, official seals and insignia. In that
spirit, the university archive already got founded
within the first statutes from 1409, with the headmaster of the university (the "Rector") as the responsible holder.
In the course of the centuries, the University of
Leipzig ranged among the six largest universities
in Germany. In a flourishing industrial and cultural environment Leipzig eventually rose to be
one of the World’s leading universities at about
1900. The turning point came with World War
I, disconnecting Leipzig from its international
peers. The ensuing economic difficulties in the
Weimar Republic shrunk its capacities further.
The following Nazi regime and the devastating
World War II destroyed the intellectual and material foundations of science. In times of the GDR,
strict ideological barriers were imposed upon the
"Karl-Marx-Universität", until the German Reunification finally brought the freedom for a reorientation.

Inventory of the Leipzig University be to everyone’s advantage to develop synergies,
ensure a high level of compatibility and to actively
Archive
Today, after six centuries of German and European
scientific development, there are about 140 million sheets of paper stored in the Leipzig University Archive, accounting for more than 7000 meters of shelve space. This vast amount of sources
is searched by about 800 Researchers each year,
leading to a new publication at almost weekly frequency.

exchange experiences between such initiatives.
Consequent service-orientation, an open source
policy and a lot of standards work is the technological and organizational key for sustainable and
future-proof infrastructures.
Documents of contiguous temporal and contentual nature are often of special historical interest. Several corpora with diachronic features are
available in Leipzig’s university archive. Among
the already digitized ones are for example university newspaper corpora from the GDR-era, as the
official university newspaper (1957-1991) or the
science-related newspaper "Wissenschaftliche
Zeitschrift" (1951-1991). In the following section we want to present a corpus that dates back
earlier and covers the "Golden Age" of our university, when the university was still organized with
an intact academic self-administration.

Each month about 1500 new (physical) files are
stored in the archive. In the last years, about
50’000 digital files (summing up at ca. 800 GB)
were collected – all have to be stored and conserved for at least 30 years. The inventory is managed with 1,2 million database entries. Around
half of them describe digitized pages from university files. The early digitization efforts were cost
intensive and of vague benefits1 . While quality
and accessibility of digitized documents have improved, the costs of producing them are still relatively high. Only about 5% of the stored university Rektoratsreden-Corpus
files are yet digitized and available online.
The yearly transfer of administrative power from
the rector to an elected successor was a longNot only from the perspective of corpus-based standing tradition in Leipzig. Within a solemn
studies, many of the archival tasks resemble the framework, usually held on reformation day,
requirements for general research infrastructure: it formed the ritual highlight of the academic
Easy and reliable access, long-time conservation, year. Main parts were the inaugural speech
complete metadata handling, and the like are com- ("Antrittsrede") of the new rector and the anmon concerns in the e-humanities and beyond. nual report ("Jahresbericht") of the respectively
The European infrastructure projects for arts, hu- replaced rector. The annual report contained immanities and linguistics – foremost CLARIN2 portant news, events, staff changes and the like
and DARIAH3 – aim at a a level of service com- while the new rector used his speech for science
pleteness that covers the complete resource lifecy- communication, presenting his respective field of
cle and therefore have to deal with archival aspects study. The possible insights from both speeches
to a great extent. The NLP group in Leipzig is differ but they complement each other in an interpart of CLARIN-D, the German CLARIN ini- esting way.
tiative. CLARIN-D operates several data- and
computing-centers, of which two (Garching and The speeches were published in written form soon
Jülich) are responsible for archiving. This de- after the event. In the year of 2004, in the prepacentralized system of distributed labour within a ration phase for the university’s 900th anniverservice-oriented environment is an important as- sary, 123 of those "Rektoratsreden"-speeches
pect of modern infrastructures of that scale. Today were compiled into a two-volume edition [HL09].
regional university archives are in the process of Based on the digitized texts from 2340 scanned
planning a cloud-based distributed infrastructure images of the original prints4 , the edition was creconnecting Halle, Jena and Leipzig. It can only ated in a manual process. A textual correction
1 At the end of the 1990es, some TIFF-Files of 50 MB size were hard to handle while today their resolution is
considered too low for many purposes.
2 http://www.clarin.eu
3 http://dariah.eu/
4 OCR-processing

and manual copying of Fraktur-typeset documents
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was performed, retaining the original grammar
and spelling, but correcting obvious printer’s or
typographical errors as well as faulty OCR results.
The principle of the edition work was to reproduce the speeches unabridged in authentic length
and depth. In order to keep a reasonable page
count, no extensive commentary or inclusion of
the speakers’ biographic data was added. This
process resulted in 1790 printed pages for the corpus consisting of ca. 700’000 tokens in about 5,1
MB of plain text. For accessing the vast amount
of information stored in that two-volume edition,
a comprehensive index with about 6500 entries for
people, places and topics was created. The manually performed index creation accounted for more
than two thirds of the whole project phase.
The edition covers the time from 1871, when the
first speech was published in print to the year
1933, when a shift from freely elected rectors to
appointed rectors took place. Afterwards, the
speeches were merely occasions where conformity with the Nazi propaganda was demonstrated,
rather than performing the accustomed reflections
on the inner structure, events and positions of the
university.

Supplementary resources for corpus
analysis
The documents collected at the archive do not
only form diachronic corpora of prose but also
hold large lists of structured or semi-structured
data that can be used to analyze those corpora.
While the digitization of (mostly) hand-written
list is a very time- and resource-consuming task,
it can provide a valuable framework of data entries
to which other documents can be linked.

Not only can digitized lists be used to retrieve
names and name variants that were popular in the
past. The corpora themselves give the chance for
even further extraction and validation of names for
example by the extraction of context-based rules
as presented in [SR12].

Setup for a first explorative analysis
The goal of the analysis prototype was to showcase how a minimalist NLP-based approach on
the corpus can result in new means of browsing
the texts in a somewhat more topic-oriented manner. Instead of an in-depth analysis, novel method
development or a display of recent algorithms we
simply want to encourage experiments with standard tools and promising corpora as an interdisciplinary "brainstorming".
The idea was to extract Named Entities from
within the speeches and use them as anchor points
for navigation, creating an alternative, largely automated way of indexing the resources. Without
using any pre-existing indices and corresponding
page references, we want to show how to build
basic cross-document links across sources and
entities.

In Leipzig, several of these lists were made digitally accessible: There are digital editions of matriculation lists (containing names and for entries
after 1810 also a lot of bibliographical information), databases of employee lists and bursary
data ("Quästur") and other special lists5 available. These lists are not only a great entry point
5 e.g.

for researchers but also constitute an invaluable
input of diachronic and entity-centric data that
exactly matches the time and place of the corpora.
The university archive is already working on a
research-friendly GIS6 -application to hold about
280’000 person-related entries with geo-temporal
anchors. An ongoing cooperation with the archive
of the University of Prague can further extend the
data volume. The collected data already powers
several online research interfaces such as a statistical overview over the historical popularity of
certain given names7 .

For the task of Named Entity Extraction we assembled a simple process chain using the GATE
framework and specifically the robust ANNIE
workflow package [CMBT02]. Basic look-up annotations were created using a gazetteer that contained all given names and family names from the

list of detention cell ("Karzer") punishments:

http://www.archiv.uni-leipzig.de/digitale-archivalien/datenbanken/karzerstrafen/
6 Geographical

Information System

7 http://www.archiv.uni-leipzig.de/vornamensuche/
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Figure 1: Occurrences of famous archaeologist Georg Steindorff (rector 1923/24), as highlighted in the
Gephi tool. From the density of the the greyed-out nodes in the background it can be seen that the graph is
much sparser at the bottom where the non-administrative inaugural speeches (that naturally contain fewer
references to people) are layouted.

above mentioned databases as well as a short,
manually compiled list of titles and abbreviations. Using GATE’s annotation processing language "JAPE", we then created simple rules for a
context-aware matching of the basic annotations
to recognise the mentioning of people’s full names.
For simplicity we skipped more advanced methods of the ANNIE toolbox such as Co-Reference
Resolution, that would have required a POS tagging which is relatively hard to produce for such a
special corpus with significant diachronic features.
The JAPE-based rules followed an intuitive and
rather conservative approach, focusing on precision rather than recall – although both values
have not been scientifically evaluated8 . Possible
entities of type "Person" for which only a family name could be retrieved (e.g people being introduced with just "Professor" or "our dear colleague" instead of a given name) were disregarded
in the later analyses.
For simplicity we decided not to extract other NEtypes: The added complexity, e.g. resulting from
the frequent occurrence of places in ambiguity
with family names would be too much. As a further idea we initially planned to also define abstract concepts such as "war" and observe their
context including a corresponding impact on used
8 The

terminology. We skipped such analyses because
of the serious manual effort needed to provide a fitting terminological or ontological framework with
a respective linking to the involved terms, used
from the 1870es to the 1930es. But such an approach of conceptual terminology extraction will
certainly be addressed in further work.
In order to construct a "a bigger picture" of the
people mentioned in the corpus, a fitting representation of the extracted NE-annotations was
sought. So the single speech documents were
each regarded as an (addressable) unit, where the
occurrence of people within that unit was recorded.
The extracted links were then exported as a graph
structure. We chose the GEXF format9 since it
is well integrated with Gephi [BHJ09], our graphanalytics tool of choice, and because its "Dynamic
Graph" feature allows for a later extension of our
output with temporal constraints.
Sub-units of speeches, like paragraphs could allow for better understanding of the "relatedness"
between people but unfortunately the corpus is
too sparse on the temporal axis with only 2 documents per year.

edition’s index could not efficiently be used as gold standard because it mixes different NE-types. Instead
the rules have been iteratively altered to boost the perceived precision until moderately-sized random samples did not
contain errors anymore (still finding reasonably many different full names). While this trial-and-error-principle inarguably
lacks methodological elegance, it may be generally a good approach for inter-disciplinary work, allowing for a lot of
communication on the processing quality in tight feedback-loops and keeping all parties close to the data as well as to the
algorithm.
9 http://gexf.net/
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Results
With our prototype we could extract 2391 named
entities of type "Person" in a fully automated
way. This includes a few name deviations denoting identical persons (e.g. "Dr. med. Ernst
Leberecht Wagener" instead of the correct family
name "Wagner"). Luckily their low LevenstheinDistance makes it possible to automatically compile a small set of candidates for merging both
name labels into a single representative for the
entity that can be manually processed.

Figure 2: Force-directed layout of the
occurrence-graph, left: full graph, right: filtered by
node degree 2 and greater, revealing more of the
structure

We created two complementary graphs out of the
extracted data: First an "occurence graph" with
all the speeches and the recognized people as
nodes and second a "co-occurrence-graph" of just
people. The occurrence graph works just like an
index. While an index entry is usually pointing
to a page number, people entries are here pointing to speeches (Figure 1 on the preceding page).
Figure 2 shows the visual effect of filtering the
occurrence graph so that only 680 nodes with a
degree of two and greater remain (people with
more than one speech mentioning them). Only
over those node a navigation step from one speech
to another can be performed. To comfortably get
from one person to another via the speeches men-
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tioning both, we constructed the co-occurrence
graph that is connecting two people if they both
appear in the same speech - the edge weight is
the number of such speeches. Figure 3 shows the
co-occurring nodes for Leipzig-born artist Max
Klinger. While there may not be obvious semantically motivated connections between those people
(such as Karl Marx co-occurring with Friedrich
Engels) it nevertheless depicts some kind of temporal and topical similarity that can then be further
investigated by reading the passages where both
appear in the speeches.

Figure 3: Co-occurrences for Max Klinger with
edges weight of 2 or more (being mentioned together
in at lest 2 speeches)

We believe that NLP methods can be valuable
tools to facilitate the creation of indices for people
places and topics for classical print publications.
When extending the rule set to gain more recall,
the lower precision can easily be compensated
in later manual analyses in the edition process.
But printed editions do not have to be the final
result of edition work. Online editions can provide
highly interlinked hypertextual documents. Specific corpus browsers with an explorative focus
could encourage a more "casual" browsing and
research behaviour, opening up the possible range
of readers beyond the purely academic world.

A next step should be the integration with other resources such as linked data hubs like Freebase10
or the Personennormdaten (PND) identifiers from
the German National Library. Using such unambigous anchors for entities enables an intercorpus linking. Identity-aware matching methods such as [RTHB12] can be employed. The
narrow geographical focus of our corpus may allow for a simpler disambiguation in many cases
by just finding "Leipzig" in fulltext descriptions
or by finding a corresponding edge in the semantic (hyper)graph towards the resource for the city
of Leipzig. Further restrictions can be made e.g.
by rejecting all people born after the date of the
speech that mentioned their name.

Outlook and future possibilities
We showcased a merely quantitative, entity-based
analysis of a diachronic scientific corpus. This allows for a rather distant view on "texts" and "protagonists" resembling the publication-authormodel which is central to bibliometrics. This discipline employs various forms of network analysis
with a focusing on temporal aspects and can therefore be seen as related work with many suitable
approaches to diachronic document collections.
It would be most interesting to extend bibliometrical methodology to work on NLP-processed
documents and to combine the extracted information from within the texts with classical bibliographic information where possible. In a way
this could possibly even constitute a next step
towards a better understanding of Science Dynamics [SBB12].

archival and editorial work can drastically reduce
manual workload, especially in indexing, linking, classification and general processing of digitized documents. In return, the historical data
from the archives can enhance the applicability
of NLP methods on historical texts. Within the
University of Leipzig, a cooperation beyond the
exchange of data and methods is planned. We
want to encourage a fruitful collaboration of Computer Scientists and their respective University
Archives throughout the country. Therefore we
want to establish a close interexchange on the
level of archival and research-infrastructure in
Leipzig in order to prepare the way for other university locations. As mentioned earlier, archival
infrastructure and research infrastructure share
a large set of common concerns that should lead
to synergies - not necessarily by mixing data or
workflows but by collaborations in standardizing
and defining methods. Compatibility (or even better interoperability) between both systems is an
important topic. For example could any archive infrastructure that used a service oriented approach
and a common metadata categorization system
like IsoCat [BKSU+ 10] be easily extended to interact with the CLARIN infrastructure. Another
aspect of digital archive work is the inclusion of
the ever growing contemporary archive material
that is now created mostly in digital form. Especially infrastructure projects for "digital born
documents" are needed. A "private cloud" infrastructure based on open source technology and
hosted across several regional university locations
is already planned.

An ongoing general goal of NLP is to find novel
ways to transform documents into a suitable representation form for further processing in the emerging field of Visual Analytics [KKEM10]. New,
scalable methods from there can produce alternative views on document collections, allowing
for an explorative and quantitative research while
retaining the ability to access every textual occurrence in place. After all, a better accessibility of
university archive material could also lead to interest from researchers from various non-historical
fields and contribute to fruitful reflections on the
roots and development of science itself as well as
Working on the Retoratsreden-corpus it became its possible forms of institutionalization.
evident that the introduction of NLP methods in
The inventory of science archives is applicative in
multiple fields of e-humanities: Not only can historical studies and social sciences gain insights
from the material – other disciplins may benefit
too, like historical linguistics, extracting knowledge about academic language and its development. To meet all scientist’s quantitative requirements it is necessary to digitize more documents
which is costly and often connected with caveats
such as insufficient OCR-quality, especially for
older types and of course handwriting.

10 http://www.freebase.com/
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